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June Newsletter!
We at WebintMaster greatly appreciate your joining our community! We would like to
hear your input regarding this newsletter, our website, and social media platforms.
Following are our best Tools, Hacks, and Case-Studies from this past month. We
also included some special content just for you, enjoy!

Guide of the Month

Using Google’s Advanced Operators For
Researching Companies
We all know and use Google, but behind the simplistic and ordinary search, there is
a whole world of operators and complex queries that allow us to reach valuable, and
unique information, on the first results page.
In this guide, you will learn the best techniques for using Google Operators.

OSINT & WEBINT Hacks
How to quickly find a spoken word in a YouTube video
Extracting Telegram Photos
Using Snapchat For OSINT
Using Snapchat for OSINT – part 2
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Announcements
WebintMasters new tool 'Tradint.io' is now live. This tool is the ultimate source
of Trade Intelligence. Gain access to all the knowledge you'll ever need about
any company you want. In addition, it provides live market updates, trends,
and activities.
Check out our new Tradint.io blog for tips, tools, and analysis of markets and
stocks with a Tradint mindset.
We have a new 'Tradint' course which is currently in Hebrew, we will update
you regarding the English version in the near future.
We also wrote a new Domain research guide in our learning center. We hope
you find it useful.
Join the Tradint Subreddit https://www.reddit.com/r/Tradint/,
find us on Twitter @TradeTradint & our Facebook page
https://www.facebook.com/TradintMaster

Recommended Tools
Airplanes, Airports and Flight Trackers
ADS-B Exchange - World's largest source of unfiltered flight data. Currently
Tracking over 10,000+ aircraft daily from 6000+ active feeds.
The EU Air Safety List - The EU Air Safety List actually contains two lists. The
first list (Annex A) includes all airlines banned from operating in Europe. The
second list (Annex B) includes airlines that are restricted from operating under
certain conditions in Europe. Both lists are updated regularly and published in
the Official Journal of the European Union. Before taking any action based on
the information in these lists, all users should ensure they have the latest
version.
FlightAware - Central to Aviation, FlightAware is the leader in providing
advanced, accurate, actionable data and insights that inform every aviation
decision. Real-time Worldwide Flight Traffic, Explore Aviation Trends,
Delivering Aviation Intelligence.
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Researching Cyber Threats
Google’s Transparency Report - Google’s Safe Browsing technology
examines billions of URLs per day looking for unsafe websites. Every day,
they discover thousands of new unsafe sites, many of which are legitimate
websites that have been compromised.
Norton Site Check - Look up a site. Get a rating.
SecurityTrails - the only Total Internet Inventory™ with the most
comprehensive data that informs with unrivaled accuracy.

General Webint Tools and Toolkits
Robtex - Robtex uses various sources to gather public information about IP
numbers, domain names, hostnames, Autonomous systems, routes, etc. It
then indexes the data in a big database and provides free access to the data.
ViewDNS.info - The tools provided by ViewDNS.info allow users to gather a
large amount of data about a given website or IP address.
DomainTools - Connect indicators from your network with nearly every active
domain and IP address on the Internet. Learn how this data can inform risk
assessments, help profile attackers, guide online fraud investigations, and
map cyber activity to attacker infrastructure.

misc. Tools
Blacklight: A Real-Time Website Privacy Inspector.
Textise: an internet tool that removes everything from a web page except for
its text.
GovTrack.us - Tracking the United States Congress.
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Tradint.io
Conduct a full-scale Tradint (Trade intelligence) usint the best tools and methods, all
from 1 place!
Check it out

Case Studies
The curious case of the perl.com domain hijack
In late January 2021 disturbing news surfaced on Twitter regarding the
registration details of perl.com, the website of the once-popular PERL
programming language.
It seems that suddenly the domain changed ownership and was moved to a
different server from where it originally was being hosted.
Usually, things like this happen in relatively rare scenarios where a company
(or an individual) forget to renew their domain and the ownership of it lapses,
resulting in the domain name getting returned to the pool of available
domains, from where it can get snapped up by any willing buyer.
Finding witnesses via Strava - Strava and Open Source Intelligence
In recent years we have seen multiple blogs describing how the fitness app
Strava (Strava.com) can be used within OSINT studies. For example, in
January 2018 Nathan Ruser wrote that Strava has put millions of GPS points
of users online through so-called "heatmaps" with which sensitive locations
could be mapped. The international research collective Bellingcat published
an article about this in July 2018 in which they describe how the work and
private locations of military personnel can be mapped via Strava and Polar. In
The Netherlands, this led to political discussions.
The Beirut port explosion
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Shortly after 6:00 pm on 4 August 2020, an explosion ripped through the port
of Beirut. It killed more than two hundred people, wounded over 6,500, and
destroyed large parts of the city.
Forensic Architecture was invited by Mada Masr to examine open source
information including videos, photographs, and documents to provide a
timeline and a precise 3D model to help investigate the events of that day.
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